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We report on an atomistic molecular dynamics simu-
lation of the complete conformational transition of
Escherichia coli adenylate kinase (ADK) using the re-
cently developed TEE-REX algorithm. Two phases
characterize the transition pathway of ADK, which
folds into the domains CORE and LID and the AMP
binding domain AMPbd. Starting from the closed
conformation, half-opening of the AMPbd precedes
a partially correlated opening of the LID and AMPbd,
defining the second phase. A highly stable salt bridge
D118-K136 at the LID-CORE interface, contributing
substantially to the total nonbonded LID-CORE inter-
actions, was identified as a major factor that stabi-
lizes the open conformation. Alternative transition
pathways, such as AMPbd opening following LID
opening, seem unlikely, as full transition events
were not observed along this pathway. The simula-
tion data indicate a high enthalpic penalty, possibly
obstructing transitions along this route.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last years, experimentally determined structures of pro-
tein conformations have become increasingly available. Struc-
tures determined with atomic resolution using X-ray crystallogra-
phy or NMR spectroscopy provide mostly static pictures of
different conformational states of proteins. Transitions between
such conformations form the functional basis for many proteins,
as in motor proteins such as myosin and kinesin, the bacterial fla-
gella, ATP synthase (Gerstein et al., 1994; Berg et al., 2002; Kar-
plus and Gao, 2004), the chaperonin GroEL (Xu et al., 1997), and
nuclear transport proteins (Zachariae and Grubmu¨ller, 2006).
However, questions related to the underlying transition pathway
often remain open (Harrison, 2004). Despite recent advances in
time-resolved X-ray crystallography (Moffat, 2003; Schotte
et al., 2003), it remains a challenge to elucidate the pathways
and mechanisms of protein conformational dynamics.
Among the family of nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) kinases,
Escherichia coli adenylate kinase (ADK) is a structurally well-
studied protein exhibiting large conformational motions crucial
for its catalytic function (Mu¨ller et al., 1996). It has become
a benchmark for studying conformational transitions in proteinsStructure 16, 117(Henzler-Wildman et al., 2007). ADK is a monomeric ubiquitous
enzyme that plays a key role in energy maintenance within the
cell, controlling cellular ATP levels by catalyzing the reaction
Mg2+$ADP + ADP4Mg2+$ATP + AMP. Structurally, the enzyme
consists of three domains: the large central ‘‘CORE’’ domain, an
AMP binding domain referred to as ‘‘AMPbd,’’ and a lid-shaped
ATP binding domain termed ‘‘LID,’’ which covers the phosphate
groups at the active center (Mu¨ller et al., 1996). In an unligated
structure of ADK the LID and AMPbd adopt an open conforma-
tion, whereas they assume a closed conformation in a structure
crystallized with the transition-state inhibitor Ap5A (Mu¨ller and
Schulz, 1992). Here, the ligands are contained in a highly specific
environment required for catalysis. Recent 15N nuclear magnetic
resonance spin relaxation studies (Shapiro and Meirovitch, 2006)
have shown the existence of catalytic domain motions in the
flexible AMPbd and LID domain on a nanosecond timescale,
whereas the relaxation in the CORE domain is on a picosecond
timescale (Tugarinov et al., 2002; Shapiro et al., 2002).
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation techniques are widely
used to investigate molecular motions at atomic detail on a nano-
second timescale (van Gunsteren and Berendsen, 1990; Hans-
son et al., 2002; Karplus and McCammon, 2002). For ADK,
several computational studies have addressed its large confor-
mational flexibility (Temiz et al., 2004; Lou and Cukier, 2006;
Whitford et al., 2007). Maragakis and Karplus (2005) used
a coarse-grained plastic network model to generate a minimum
energy path between the open and closed crystal structures.
Their study predicts that the motion of the LID region precedes
the motion of the AMPbd. In a recent study, essential dynamics
simulations have been performed to determine whether the
closed conformation is accessible to the open unligated enzyme
(Snow et al., 2007). The study suggests that the open conforma-
tion is at a slightly lower free energy than the closed conforma-
tion, as a consequence of hinge motions responsible for domain
closure. Very recently, a series of umbrella sampling simulations
also suggested a barrier-less transition from the closed to the
open conformation in the absence of ligands, with a substantial
free-energy difference between the two conformations (Arora
and Brooks, 2007).
Although considerable progress has been made toward the
understanding of these large conformational changes in ADK,
a detailed characterization of the open to closed transition path-
way at full atomic resolution has thus far not been achieved. All
studies presented so far rely on a preselected pathway along
which the transitions were induced. We recently established
the highly efficient TEE-REX algorithm (Kubitzki and de Groot,5–1182, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1175
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Simulating Conformational Transitions Using TEE-REX2007), incorporating the idea of essential dynamics (Amadei
et al., 1993) into the replica exchange framework (Sugita and
Okamoto, 1999). Tested extensively on two small molecular sys-
tems, the algorithm was shown to considerably enhance confor-
mational sampling as compared to conventional MD. Here we
employed TEE-REX to facilitate the transition between the
open and closed structures of ADK, achieving a full description
of the transition pathway and its underlying atomic mechanics
without introducing directed bias. In particular, two phases char-
acterize the observed transition pathways between both confor-
mations. Starting from the closed unligated state, a correlated
opening of both the AMPbd and LID domains follows a half-
opening of the AMPbd during phase 1. Simultaneously, a highly
stable salt bridge D118-K136 forms at the LID-CORE interface,
contributing significantly to the overall nonbonded interactions
of these two domains and thereby stabilizing the open state.
Although possible, transition pathways other than the observed
ones seem unlikely due to a high enthalpic penalty.
RESULTS
Eight TEE-REX simulations were carried out, four starting from
the equilibrated open (named hereafter TRo 1–4) and four from
the closed crystal structures (TRc 1–4). Additionally, two refer-
ence MD simulations, one of 92 ns and one of 109 ns length,
were started from the closed (MDc) and open (MDo) conforma-
tion, respectively (see Experimental Procedures and Table 1
for computational details). Two sets of eigenvectors were ex-
cited in the TEE-REX simulations. For TRo 1-2 and TRc 1-2,
a subset was selected that includes the difference vector be-
tween the open and closed X-ray structures, whereas in TRo
3-4 and TRc 3-4 a subset was excited that was solely derived
from local fluctuations observed in MD simulations.
Conformational Transition
To analyze whether any complete transition between the open
and closed conformation was observed, a two-dimensional
root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) measure of all backbone
atoms was used (see Figure 1), allowing for easy identification
of conformational transitions.
In a first step, rmsd curves as a function of time are calculated
for both MDc (black) and MDo (red) simulations with respect to
their starting structures (see Figure 1A) as well as with regard
to the experimental structure that was not the starting structure
of the respective MD simulation (i.e., the closed structure for the
MDo simulation starting from the open X-ray structure and vice
versa; see Figure 1B). Taking the averaged equilibrium fluctua-
tions of 0.3 nm as the transition threshold (Figure 1A), none of
the MD simulations shows a complete transition between the
two conformations. The MDc simulation approaches the open
conformation up to 0.33 nm rmsd briefly during the 92 ns of
simulation time (Figure 1B), in accordance with measured rates
of 52 ns for ADK domain motions (Shapiro and Meirovitch,
2006). Therefore, both MD ensembles can be considered local-
ized around both conformations. Constructing the average
structure for each MD simulation thus provides a reasonable rep-
resentation of the open and closed conformation under physio-
logical conditions. In a second step, following the same proce-
dure as above, rmsd curves as a function of time are1176 Structure 16, 1175–1182, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltdcalculated for both MD simulations using the average <MDc>
and <MDo> structures as a reference (Figures 1C and 1D). These
two distance measures are combined in a third step to yield the
two-dimensional rmsd measure (Figure 1E). Here, the x axis is
given by the rmsd with respect to <MDo>, whereas the rmsd
with respect to <MDc> defines the y axis. Time information is
now implicitly shown in the distribution of the respective MD
ensembles. The position of the vertical and horizontal lines,
defining the regions of open and closed conformation, are deter-
mined by calculating the average distance of each MD ensemble
to its average structure (Figure 1C). Within this two-dimensional
representation, each trajectory directly connecting the open and
closed regions is sampling structures connecting both confor-
mations. In this sense, ensembles possessing this characteristic
show transition events.
Within this two-dimensional rmsd representation, both MD
ensembles do not show a complete transition event (Figure 1E).
Starting from the closed crystal structure (green asterisk), the
MDc ensemble exhibits a clear propensity toward the open state
(blue diamond). However, no such tendency toward the closed
state is seen for the MDo ensemble. Unlike both MD simulations,
several complete and independent transition events are ob-
served for TEE-REX simulations TRo 1, TRo 2 (Figures 2A and
2B), and TRc 3 (Figure 3C), as evident from the fact that these
simulations directly connect both regions in rmsd space repre-
senting the open and closed conformation. Interestingly, the
modes excited in the TRc 3 simulation did not include the differ-
ence X-ray mode connecting the open and closed experimental
structures, whereas both TRo 1 and TRo 2 simulations did excite
this mode. The fact that three out of eight TEE-REX simulations
Table 1. TEE-REX and MD Simulation Details
Simulation Starting Structure Parameters
MDo Open 109 ns, T = 300K
MDc Closed, ligand removed 92 ns, T = 300K
TRo 1 Open 42 ns, {k1,.,k5},
max{Tes} = 550K
TRo 2 Open 50 ns, {k1,.,k5},
max{Tes} = 650K
TRo 3 Open 50 ns, {m1,.,m5,n1,.,n5},
max{Tes} = 550K
TRo 4 Open 47 ns, {m1,.,m5,n1,.,n5},
max{Tes} = 650K
TRc 1 Closed, ligand removed 50 ns, {k1,.,k5},
max{Tes} = 550K
TRc 2 Closed, ligand removed 50 ns, {k1,.,k5},
max{Tes} = 650K
TRc 3 Closed, ligand removed 50 ns, {m1,.,m5,n1,.,n5},
max{Tes} = 550K
TRc 4 Closed, ligand removed 50 ns, {m1,.,m5,n1,.,n5},
max{Tes} = 650K
Shown simulation parameters are simulation length (ns); used essential
subspace {es}; maximum {es} excitation temperature (K). TEE-
REX simulations TRo 1-2 and TRc 1-2 excite the eigenvector directly
connecting the open and closed structures (see Experimental Proce-
dures for a detailed definition of used essential subspaces {ki} and
{mi,.,nj}).All rights reserved
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Simulating Conformational Transitions Using TEE-REXFigure 1. Construction of the Two-Dimensional Root-Mean-Square Deviation Space Used to Measure Conformational Transitions in ADK
In a first step, rmsd’s of the MDc (black) (MDo, red) simulation are calculated with regard to the respective MDc (Mdo) starting structure (A) and with respect to the
starting structure of the MDo (MDc) simulation (B). Next, this procedure is repeated using as reference the average structure <MDc> (<MDo>) of the MDc (Mdo)
(C) and the average structure <MDo> (<MDc>) of the MDo (MDc) simulation (D). Combining (C) and (D) results in the two-dimensional rmsd space (E), displaying
the rmsd with respect to the <MDo> structure (x axis) and the rmsd with respect to the <MDc> structure (y axis). Average rmsd distances with respect to the
<MDc> and <MDo> structures (C) define the open and closed regions (horizontal and vertical lines in [D]). Conformational transitions are counted for ensembles
that cross both lines.show a complete transition event illustrates the statistical signif-
icance of the results. A detailed investigation of the three transi-
tion ensembles reveals that within the 50 ns of simulation time,
three distinct subensembles are found in the TRo 2 trajec-
tory showing transition events (Figure 2B, black, red, and blue).
For the TRc 3 simulation, two distinct subensembles existStructure 16, 117(Figure 3C, black and red), further emphasizing the statistical
relevance of the results.
A calculation of rmsd curves with regard to the structure that is
not the starting structure of the respective simulation (cp.
Figure 1B) shows that throughout all MD and TEE-REX simula-
tions a preference for the open conformation is observed (results5–1182, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1177
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Simulating Conformational Transitions Using TEE-REXnot shown), consistent with a lower free energy for the open con-
formation (Snow et al., 2007; Arora and Brooks, 2007). However,
the inability of several TRc and TRo simulations to reach the open
and closed conformation, respectively, indicates a free-energy
barrier additional to the monotonic profile suggested before
(Snow et al., 2007; Arora and Brooks, 2007).
Pathway Characterization
In order to analyze the conformational transition in more detail,
the TRc 3 ensemble (Figure 2B, black) was used as a representa-
tive pathway, as all transitions exhibited similar characteristics. A
pathway was constructed from this ensemble using an rmsd dis-
tance measure (see Experimental Procedures for details and
Movie S1 available online for the transition pathway).
Figure 2. Projection of TRo Simulations into
Rmsd Space
(A–D) Distinct TRo 2 ensembles exhibiting transi-
tion events (B) are colored (black: 0–19.5 ns; red:
19.5–30 ns; blue: 30–50 ns). For clarity, axis labels
are only shown for (C).
Figure 3. Projection of TRc Simulations into
Rmsd Space
(A–D) Distinct TRc 3 ensembles showing transition
events (C) are colored (black: 0–20 ns; red: 20–50
ns). For clarity, axis labels are only shown for (C).
Figure 4 shows the complete pathway
(yellow line) overlaying the TRc 3 ensem-
ble (black dots) as well as the MDo (red
dots) and MDc (cyan dots) ensembles.
Two principal component analyses
(PCA) were carried out on the TRc 3 en-
semble to define the x and y coordinates.
From the first PCA, performed on all
backbone atoms of the CORE domain
and the AMPbd, the first eigenvector de-
scribing the AMPbd motion with respect
to the CORE defines the x axis. Similarly,
the first eigenvector of the second PCA,
performed on all backbone atoms of the
CORE and the LID domains and depicting the LID motion with re-
spect to the CORE, defines the y axis. The crystal structure of the
open conformation (Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID code: 4AKE) is
indicated by a green square, together with four ribbon represen-
tations visualizing different structures along the pathway (Fig-
ure 4, structures A–D, magenta triangles). Not shown is the
closed crystal structure (PDB ID code: 1AKE, ligand removed)
because it almost coincides with the lower right triangle at one
end of the pathway (Figure 4, structure D). Secondary structure
assignments were taken from Mu¨ller and Schulz (1992).
A secondary structure analysis of the structures along the
pathway was performed using DSSP (Kabsch and Sander,
1983) to check for structural stability during the transition. For
the CORE (residues 1–29, 60–121, and 160–214) and AMPbd1178 Structure 16, 1175–1182, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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seen despite the large conformational change of the latter. As for
the LID (residues 122–159), both b sheets are stable, with only
small conversions among residues constituting bends and turns
of the domain. Overall, ADK strongly maintains its integrity,
showing only minute changes in secondary structure. Thus,
the system essentially behaves like a rigid body with flexible
domains.
Unligated ADK can sample a wide range of conformations
between the open and closed structure, offering ligands several
favorable structures for binding. This result is indicative of the
‘‘conformational selection’’ view of ligand binding proposed for
ADK (Zhang et al., 1998; Han et al., 2002; Eisenmesser et al.,
2005; Tobi and Bahar, 2005; Henzler-Wildman et al., 2007).
The sampled regions of configurational space suggest a prefer-
ential transition pathway of the unligated enzyme. The complete
transition from the unligated closed (Figure 4, structure D) to the
open conformation (structure A) can be characterized by two
phases. During the first phase (Figure 4, structures C and D),
the LID remains essentially closed whereas the AMPbd, com-
prising helices a2 and a3, assumes a half-open conformation
(cp. Figure 4, structure C). In doing so, a2 bends toward helix
a4 of the CORE by 15 with respect to a3. This opening of the
AMP binding cleft could facilitate an efficient release of the
formed product. For the second phase, a partially correlated
opening of the LID domain together with the AMPbd is observed.
Halfway toward the open conformation (structure A), an interme-
diate half-open structure (transition state B) at the contact inter-
face of both MDc and MDo ensembles is visited. During100 ns
of simulation time, both MD simulations were unable to pass
Figure 4. ADK Transition Pathway
Two-dimensional projection of the complete transition path (yellow line), over-
laying the TRc 3 (black dots), MDo (red dots), and MDc (cyan dots) ensembles,
as well as the crystal structure of the open conformation (PDB ID code: 4AKE;
green square). Colored ribbon representations visualize different structures
(insets A–D) along the pathway (magenta triangles). Within all representations,
the CORE domain is drawn in blue, LID in green, and the AMPbd is depicted in
red. The x and y axes are defined via a principal component analysis on the
TRc 3 ensemble. The x axis is given by the first eigenvector (EV) describing
the AMPbd motion with respect to the CORE. Similarly, the first EV depicting
the LID motion with regard to the CORE defines the y axis.Structure 16, 11beyond this interface in either direction, suggesting a substantial
free-energy barrier along the pathway.
A domain motion analysis using DynDom (Hayward and Be-
rendsen, 1998) of the second phase of the transition shows
that the LID opening motion cannot be described by a pure
hinge-bending motion. Only in the last part of phase 2 (going
from B to A) the LID motion follows a pure hinge-bending motion
of 30, with the hinge axis given by residues L115, I116 and
R167, L168. At the beginning of phase 2, a combination of
a hinge-bending motion and an outward translation away from
the AMPbd characterizes the pathway toward transition state B.
For phase 1, an opening motion of the AMPbd is found, with
bending residues S30, T31, and K69-R71. An interesting obser-
vation in this respect is the formation of a highly stable salt bridge
D118-K136, connecting the LID and CORE domains. Estimating
the total nonbonded interaction between the LID and CORE, it
was found that this salt bridge contributes substantially to the in-
teraction of the two domains. From a comparison of 14 PDB
structures from yeast, maize, human, and bacterial adenylate
kinase, 11 structures feature such a salt-bridge motif at the
LID-CORE interface.
Alternative Pathways
The observed transition pathway of the TRc 3 ensemble corre-
sponds to a particular sequence of events: starting from the
closed conformation, a subsequent half-opening of the AMPbd
is followed by a partially correlated opening of the LID/AMPbd
complex. It is an interesting question whether this pathway is
the only possibility or whether alternative pathways are also
possible.
An investigation of all TEE-REX simulations, conducted within
the subspace shown in Figure 4, reveals that simulations TRc 1
and TRc 2 sample the first part of an alternative transition path-
way: starting from the closed state, the LID opens independently
from the AMPbd, with the latter remaining between the closed
and a half-open conformation. Inside the depicted PCA sub-
space of Figure 4, this motion corresponds to a basically vertical
path parallel to the y axis, with the starting point being the closed
conformation. To complete a transition along this alternative
pathway, the AMPbd would be required to fully open up. Yet,
both the TRc 1 and TRc 2 simulations fail to complete this last
step, presumably indicating a substantial free-energy barrier in
this part of configuration space.
A comparison of the final structures from the TRc 2 and TRc 3
simulations shows that conformational deviations are located in
helix a3 of the AMPbd, LID, helix a5 of the CORE domain as well
as helices a6 and a7 connecting the LID and CORE domain. To
investigate structural features in more detail, the pathway ob-
tained from the TRc 2 ensemble was compared to the transition
pathway of the TRc 3 ensemble (cp. Figure 5). After initial relax-
ation, the TRc 2 pathway diverges from the TRc 3 case. In the
former, the LID domain fully opens, with the AMPbd remaining
closed. Here, the LID domain motion occurs independently
from the AMPbd, in contrast to the observed transition in TRc
3, where opening of the AMPbd precedes LID movement.
Whereas the LID assumes a half-open conformation in TRc 3,
the AMPbd gains flexibility via bending of helix a2 toward a4 of
the CORE, resembling the motion encountered in the transition
pathway. However, a full opening of the AMPbd is prevented75–1182, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1179
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TRc 2 pathway. LID flexibility is comparable for both pathways,
although end configurations assume a slightly different aperture
angle with regard to the CORE domain. A secondary structure
assignment of the TRc 2 pathway using DSSP shows larger fluc-
tuations compared to the TRc 3 transition, the differences
concentrating in the CORE and AMPbd (data not shown). For
the latter, residues of helices a2 and a3 adjacent to the helix-
connecting loop exhibit the largest structural variability.
DISCUSSION
Using the recently developed TEE-REX algorithm, we success-
fully simulated, to our knowledge for the first time, the complete
domain conformational transition of E. coli adenylate kinase at
full atomic resolution without introducing directed bias. In con-
trast to coarse-grained models (Temiz et al., 2004; Maragakis
and Karplus, 2005; Whitford et al., 2007) originally designed for
such tasks, TEE-REX combines the advantage of atomic detail
with a highly efficient and ensemble-preserving algorithm.
From a series of eight TEE-REX simulations, complemented
by two MD references, a possible transition pathway was found.
Transitions were induced without a directed bias, because in the
TRc 3 simulation, showing two full transition events, the temper-
ature-enhanced subspace did not contain the transition mode
connecting the open and closed conformations (see Table 1).
The pathway can be characterized by two phases. Starting
from the closed conformation, a half-opening of the AMPbd is
followed by a partially correlated opening motion of the LID/
AMPbd complex toward the open state. This sequence of events
exceeds findings of a study by Maragakis and Karplus (2005).
From a minimum free-energy path, calculated using a coarse-
grained model of ADK, Maragakis and Karplus found that LID
motion occurs independently of AMPbd motion.
Along the transition pathway, two prominent features were
identified. First, during phase 1, opening of the AMPbd occurs
via bending of the a2 helix toward a4 of the CORE domain by ap-
Figure 5. Alternative ADK Transition Pathways
Two-dimensional projection of the complete TRc 3 transition path (dashed line)
and the TRc 2 pathway (solid line), overlaying the TRc 2 ensemble (gray dots).1180 Structure 16, 1175–1182, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd Aproximately 15 with respect to helix a3. This opening of the AMP
binding cleft might be involved in facilitating an efficient release
of the formed product after catalysis. However, because all sim-
ulations were carried out in the absence of any ligand, no conclu-
sions can be drawn with respect to ligand behavior. Second,
a stable salt bridge, D118-K136, connecting the LID and CORE
domains forms that strongly contributes to the total enthalpic
interaction between the two domains, suggesting a stabilizing
function for the open conformation. The occurrence of such
a salt-bridge motif in several adenylate kinase structures of dif-
ferent species supports the hypothesis. Breaking this salt bridge
via mutation, such as D118A, should thus decrease the stability
of the open state.
From our simulation data, a qualitative picture of the underly-
ing free-energy landscape of unligated ADK can be drawn. All
TEE-REX and MD simulations, starting from the closed crystal
structure, show a preference for the open conformation,
whereas no such preference for the closed state is seen for sim-
ulations starting from the open state. This finding is consistent
with declining free-energy profiles deduced from both essential
dynamics and umbrella sampling simulations that induced the
transition from the closed to the open conformation (Snow
et al., 2007; Arora and Brooks, 2007). However, the inability of
both MD and several TRc and TRo simulations to reach the
open and closed structure, respectively, indicates a free-energy
barrier for the spontaneous pathway revealed here, in addition to
the previously suggested monotonic profiles. In a recent study,
Lou and Cukier (2006) found a stable conformation similar to
the closed state using a distance replica exchange method.
However, conclusions regarding the relative free-energy differ-
ence between the open and the closed states could not be
drawn. Taking all TEE-REX and MD simulation data together,
the following picture emerges supporting the conformational se-
lection view of ligand binding: in equilibrium, unligated ADK can
sample both—open and closed—conformations, as observed,
for example, in the transition of the TRc 3 simulation from the
closed to the open structure using no directed bias. Here, the
closed state has a higher free energy with regard to the open
state. Upon ligand binding, the closed structure is stabilized by
protein-ligand interactions for catalysis. Recent experimental re-
sults on Aquifex aeolicus ADK further this view (Henzler-Wildman
et al., 2007). From the behavior of both MD and TEE-REX simu-
lations, the coarse location in configuration space of the addi-
tional free-energy barrier can be estimated, corresponding to
a half-open conformation of ADK.
Transition pathways other than the one characterized seem
possible, as an analysis of all TEE-REX simulations suggests. Al-
though a complete transition was not observed, an independent
opening of the LID domain with respect to the AMPbd was found.
In both pathways the characteristic half-opening of the AMPbd
and the stable salt-bridge motif are present, underlining their sig-
nificance for the atomistic mechanics of the transition. Full open-
ing of the AMPbd would complete the alternative route. How-
ever, this was not observed, possibly indicating a free-energy
barrier in this part of configuration space. Together with the ob-
served larger fluctuations in secondary structure elements, indi-
cating high internal strain energies, the enthalpic penalty along
this route possibly renders it unfavorable as a transition pathway
of ADK. However, despite the fact that no full transition eventsll rights reserved
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out that transitions also occur along this pathway.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All simulations were carried out using the MD software package GROMACS
3.3.1 (Lindahl et al., 2001), supplemented by the TEE-REX module (Kubitzki
and de Groot, 2007). The OPLS all-atom force field (Jorgensen et al., 1996)
was used for the protein and TIP4P was used as a water model (Jorgensen
et al., 1983). All simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble. The pres-
sure was coupled to a Berendsen barostat (Berendsen et al., 1984) with a cou-
pling constant of 1.0 ps and an isotropic compressibility of 4.5 3 105 bar1.
All bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm (Hess et al., 1997).
An integration time step of 2 fs was used. Lennard-Jones interactions were
calculated with a 10 A˚ cutoff. Electrostatic interactions were calculated explic-
itly at a distance smaller than 10 A˚; long-range electrostatic interactions were
calculated by particle-mesh Ewald summation (Darden et al., 1993) with a grid
spacing of 0.12 nm and fourth-order B spline interpolation.
MD Setup
The temperature in all MD simulations was kept constant at T = 300K by cou-
pling to an isotropic Berendsen thermostat (Berendsen et al., 1984) with a cou-
pling time of 0.01 ps for the MDc and tt = 0.1 ps for the MDo simulations.
The MDc simulation system was set up as follows. From the protonated
crystal structure (Mu¨ller and Schulz, 1992; PDB ID code: 1AKE), the two-sub-
strate-mimicking inhibitor P1,P5-bis(adenosine-50 )pentaphosphate (Ap5A)
was removed. The protein was then solvated in a rhombic dodecahedral
box with box vectors of 74.775 A˚ length. The system comprised 37,965 atoms.
Four Na+ ions were added to neutralize the system. The energy of the solvated
system was minimized using the steepest descent algorithm. Subsequently,
a 100 ps MD simulation at the target temperature was carried out using har-
monic position restraints on the heavy atoms of the protein with a force con-
stant of k = 1000 kJ mol1 nm2 to equilibrate water and ions. Next, a trajectory
of 109 ns length was produced by a free (unbiased) MD simulation. Structures
were recorded every 1 ps for subsequent analysis.
For the MDo simulation system, the protonated crystal structure (Mu¨ller
et al., 1996; PDB ID code: 4AKE) was solvated in a rectangular box with
a size of 63.309 A˚3 83.52 A˚3 77.031 A˚. The system comprised 53,195 atoms.
To neutralize the system, 38 Na+ and 35 Cl ions were added. Energy minimi-
zation of the solvated system using the steepest descent algorithm was fol-
lowed by a 500 ps MD simulation at the target temperature using harmonic po-
sition restraints on the heavy atoms of the protein with a force constant of
k = 1000 kJ mol1 nm2 to equilibrate water and ions. Subsequently, a trajec-
tory of 92 ns length was produced by a free MD simulation. Structures were
recorded every 3 ps for subsequent analysis.
TEE-REX Algorithm and Setup
In addition to the replica framework (Sugita and Okamoto, 1999), the concept
of an essential subspace {es} is central to the TEE-REX algorithm. A few col-
lective coordinates (called eigenvectors), obtained by a principal component
analysis (PCA), are sufficient to describe the major functional motions of a pro-
tein (Amadei et al., 1993). Within TEE-REX, a low-dimensional {es} is excited
using a higher temperature while the remaining degrees of freedom are kept
at the reference temperature. Frequent exchanges between all replicas of
the system allow the unbiased reference replica to sample an extensive vol-
ume of the configuration space, while approximately preserving Boltzmann
statistics.
Eight 20 ns TEE-REX simulations were performed, starting from the equili-
brated open (TRo 1–4) and closed (TRc 1–4) starting structures used in the
MDo and MDc simulations, respectively. Each TEE-REX simulation consisted
of three replicas, having essential subspace temperatures of 300K and 320K
for the reference (replica zero) and first excited replica, respectively. Excitation
temperatures of 550K or 650K were used for the second replica.
Three different eigenvector sets were used in the construction of the essen-
tial subspaces {es}. A PCA was performed on the first 5 ns of the MDo simu-
lation, taking all backbone atoms into account. The first five eigenvectors, de-
scribing 92% of all backbone fluctuations, defined the essential subspaceStructure 16, 117{m1,.,m5}. Repeating this procedure for the first 5 ns of the MDc simulation
yielded the eigenvector set {n1,.,n5}, describing 92% of all backbone fluctu-
ations. A PCA on the combined MDo and MDc ensemble results in {es} =
{k1,.,k5}. The latter was used for simulations TRo 1-2 and TRc 1-2. Hereby,
the eigenvector directly connecting the open and the closed structures is also
excited. For the second set of eigenvectors, {es} = {m1,.,m5,n1,.,n5}, used in
simulations TRo 3-4 and TRc 3-4, only eigenvectors describing the local fluc-
tuations of the respective conformation as extracted from the respective sim-
ulations are excited. The used essential subspaces were coupled to a Berend-
sen thermostat with a coupling time of 0.05 ps, with all other degrees of
freedom coupled with a coupling constant of 0.1 ps. Exchanges between
replicas were attempted every 160 ps and were accepted with >95% proba-
bility. Structures were recorded every 2 ps for further analysis. A summary of
all parameter combinations used in this work is given in Table 1.
Construction of the Transition Pathway
Construction of a pathway between the open and closed conformations of
ADK for the TRc 3 simulation is based on the following idea: to get from point
A to some distant point B requires increasing the distance from A while at the
same time approaching the target point B (thereby neglecting detour routes).
The backbone rmsd curves with respect to the open (rmsdo) and closed
(rmsdc) structures are used as the distance measure. In a first step, rmsd dif-
ferences rmsdo  rmsdc were calculated for each frame and sorted in de-
creasing order. A large distance in the rmsd space thereby corresponds to
a structure close to the beginning of the path, whereas a low-rmsd distance
points to a structure in the vicinity of the target conformation. Representative
structures for a given number of evenly spaced waypoints in the constructed
rmsd distance space were chosen to visualize the pathway (cp. Figure 4).
To probe for possible detour routes neglected in the algorithm described
above, the TRc 3 ensemble was projected into the plane spanned by the
two rmsd coordinates given in Figures 1A and 1B, that is, the rmsd with respect
to the open and closed structures, respectively. A narrow distribution along the
diagonal connecting both end states of the pathway is found, implying only
very limited variability for ADK along the transition path (results not shown).
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include a movie of the closed to open transition of unli-
gated ADK and can be found with this article online at http://www.structure.
org/cgi/content/full/16/8/1175/DC1/.
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